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As we know that the population of world is growing day by day .so is the case here in most famous and 

well known city of Pakistan name Peshawar .in the beginning Peshawar was not a big city,but with the 

passage of a lot of people came here and start living a luxurious life .now Peshawar is known as one of 

the most populated cities of Pakistan .such a huge population had the need of forms ,buildings and 

offices etc.so these were built. 

Making a great number of homes ,offices and buildings had a great effect on its land,its people and its 

entire environment.first of all we can say that making such a great number of buildings covered a lot of 

area of this city .so very few and less land is left for upcoming generation to develop something for their 

selves and their  country and also has become very difficult for the poor people to enjoy and live a 

luxuries life here .this also has an effect on the people of this city because if a such a great number of 

people live together in one city then there is huge traffic on roads and treatment in the hospitals in a 

good level become very difficult .also the quality of education is badly effected .the enivorment of this 

city is also disturbed.because trees and plants are cut in order to make houses and roads etc due to 

good health almost become impossible. 

Development in city is good in some way,but in some ways it is bad.when city is developed i.e factories 

etc are built then as a result man jobless people get job because of these developments.so when people 

get jobs then can get ride of doing evile weecked deads .life in that city start smiling . 

 

It also has bad effects on this city because when many people live together then access to quality 

treatment in the hospitals become very difficlut.quality education for the students become very rare.the 

expenses to goes to very high level due to which poor people are always on the back foot. 


